
Nine Easy Expense 
Entry Hacks

Simplify your expense process and make life easier  
for the finance team and employees alike with SAP Concur.

For existing customers - read our Tips and Tricks eBook 
or visit the Client Hub.

Learn more about how to simplify your Expense Management  
with Concur Expense. Visit concur.co.uk/expense.

Edit multiple expense lines at once by 
selecting multiple expense line items.  
Hit edit or allocate to take actions.

Use Expense Assistant to set the claim to 
fall between two dates. Use Calendar-based 
Assistant to automatically create  
an expense claim for a calendar month  
or use Trip-based Assistant for a claim 
based on the trip start and end dates.

Do More for Less1

Use the “Airline Ancillary Fee” expense 
type by enabling the fee type drop list 
provided by SAP Concur. The data flows 
into reporting at Spending > Airline 
Ancillary Fees Summary.

Use these features to make it easier to add 
attendees: “Favourite Group” to add a list 
for frequently used attendees. “My Team” 
to quickly select other team members  
as attendees. 

Administrators can show or hide custom 
fields depending on your defined rule.  

Require itemised hotel charges in order 
to track and report on taxes incurred and 
to find and address unauthorised hotel 
expenses (e.g. in-room movies).

Make It a Date2

Hotel Charges6

Extra Tip... 

Tackle Fees

Add Attendees8

Configure a min and  
max expense threshold  
for specific suppliers.

Extra Tip... 

Team is derived by  
Concur Expense 
automatically from  
the default approvers  
in the user profile.

Extra Tip... 

Customise Fields9

For billable expenses 
you can now choose to 
display a custom field 
“project” or “client.”

Extra Tip... 

In the Reporter Header, 
change the allocation  
to carry over to all  
expense item lines.

Extra Tip... 
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Avoid recurring expense claims by clicking 
“Copy Report” to copy an existing expense 
claim (e.g. monthly parking charges).

In Prof. Edition: create an audit rule with a 
hard stop to prevent users from submitting 
expenses that should only be done once 
per month or once per day. In Standard 
Edition: go to the Expense Limits page 
under Compliance Controls. 

Create an expense type for “Hotel Deposit” 
for users to pay for hotel stay in advance  
of travel - employees simply enter the  
pre-payment as a negative itemisation 
before they travel.

Copy That3

Hard Deadlines4

Be Upfront5

Whether you’re an existing SAP Concur customer or just looking 
to see how much easier submitting and approving expenses can 
be with automation, here are nine handy hacks to streamline  
your expense entries.

Don’t allow meal 
charges to be added 
to the Nightly Lodging 
Expenses tab. It might 
not be the same  
every time.
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